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  To, 
        Dr. Rakesh Kamran,  
        President, C.S.O.S. 

  PROPOSAL FOR OFF TIME SPONSORED C.M.E. WITHIN THE 
CONFERENCE 

1. Organising Committee should take permission of such CME from 
scientific committee if they are short of funds to organise the conference, if 
they are already surplus they should discourage such CMEs as it may 
disturbs the scientific program  

2. Scientific Committee must know the details of program for supervision 
with qualification of faculty and the product's approval from Drug 
controller of India for sale in our country. 

3. Such CME will neither be organised or promoted by scientific committee 
nor it will yield time slot  sacrifycing it's  own scientific program 

4. It can only be done outside time limits of the conference scientific 
program 

5. It's details will not be listed in the conference scientific program, sponsor 
has to propogate details of their program themselves by invitation cards 
which can be kept in delegate kit or only distributed outside the scientific 
halls 

6. The minimum sponsorship fee of such CME should be Rs 100000.00 and 
it should not exceed 30 minutes time limit. Up to two such off time 
sponsored C.M.E. within the conference is permitted 

7. The participating faculties has to register as paid delegate in the 
conference if he is not invited  as guest faculty by scientific committee 

8. Since such CMEs may put stress on our delegates, our delegates should 
not be compelled to attend it against his/ her will 

9. Display or advertisement of such CME should not overshadow the 
conference at venue, advertising, brochure or any other respect 
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